RESCUE® EZ-Wire™ Motor
Permanent Split Capacitor Condenser and Fan
5.6” Diameter, Totally Enclosed Air Over (TEAO)

Horsepower: 1/3-1/6 HP
Speed Range: 1075 RPM
Voltage: 208-230V
Temperature Rating: 80°C Ambient Design
Insulation: Class B insulation
Enclosure: Totally Enclosed Air Over (TEAO)

Product Overview and Options

Our motors bring all the value that you expect from the U.S. MOTORS® brand:

- **Ball Bearings** – Durability for high temperature applications for longer life than traditional sleeve bearings
- **48” Leads** – Easier wiring into today’s condensing units
- **Special Rotor Corrosion Protection** – Designed for longer life and sure start-ups season after season
- **Reversible** – Easy to change quick connect terminals for application flexibility

In Addition:

- USA-made Capacitor Included
- Simple Connection
- Side Shell Holes
- Universal Mounting
- Replaces ORM5458

Order One of Two Ways:

- Catalog Number: 5430-SKD
  Market motors on your floor for maximum visibility
  90 per skid
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